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Exiled kingdoms guide cleric

This is a monk, a quick attack! build by Overview Level:15 HP: MP: AC: DPH: Speed: Criticism: DPS: Effects: Effects: Resistance Fire Cold Blow 0 0 0 0 Toxic Spirit of Death 0 0 0 Features Strength Resistance Agility 4 1 5 Smart Intelligence Personality Personality 1 1 0 Info This is an AGI-based structure optimized for maximum single target damage. This structure is on display for new players with little
knowledge of what to expect from what construction will be like. Thus, only natural ~3-tomes was included in the core of this build. While agi construction usually offers significantly lower dps than their branded dps, the weapon selection of ancient fang (no elemental damage) and the advanced skills of the warrior guild ensure you do as much damage as possible to most sites, including the shipwer. I have
no knowledge of how to edit this wiki, so any help with building this noob friendly would be highly appreciated. Equipment Ancient Fang / Trollskin Cap / Iron Foot Boots / Flame Pendant or Holy Symbol of Three / Iron Will Mantle / Blessed Belt of Agility / Tolassian Chain Shirt (Undermother's Hide) / Manntlets Of Might / Tolassian Chain Leggings / Chitin Shield or Shield Of Life Ancient fang is your bread and
could. No weapon can compete with a priest. This is the only weapon you use from the moment you acquire it, and also the first product you should try to cultivate. Skills General skills Skill level Extra recovery 0 Dungeoneering 0 Gossip 0 Advanced Skills Progression Start as a regular handgun priest. Put points on the strength so your handgun will do proper damage. You need 4 str, to get heavy, so
prioritize str if possible. The turning point would most likely be when you hit Level 9 and clear level 4. These two skills make the agi priest strong. Since you had access to all the skills, your priorities would probably look like this: Heavyhand 3, duel 2 -&gt; Intervention 1 -&gt; Arbeno's might 3 -&gt; Intervention 3 -&gt; bloodlust 1, Nivaria Barrier, precision shocks. You're going to get to level 15. Grasp
Thelume's wisdom whenever you decide you don't want to spend gold on scrolls. From then on, maximize tankiness, hit-specific damage and responses. Massive critical issues are a reasonable milestone after these skills. Max duel if you have skill points left, and you're having trouble fighting the bosses. Maximizing blood loss is also an option, although the benefits of +3, obtained by 5 skill points, are not
very economical. Battle prayer doesn't yet pile up with Arbeno's power, so don't invest in it. Body development is a good choice when you are ready with your attacks, as it provides meaningful survival growth at a higher level. The Death Ward is not a good choice, as your equipment and three per give you decent counter-breasts, but the spiritual department is large - because priests are so there's no stun
immunity. One stroke after your partner fell would probably kill you through intervention. Flames of Faith is a great aoe skill that provides huge fighting powers for bosses, but it gets too expensive for us to use because Sacred Fire is a skill we don't use. Companions Hirge Adaon Grissenda is the selection partner. He's the only one who splits the crowds and stuns them while picking them up one by one.
While I recommend you use him as a shield + gun builder, the 2H maul + 2handed expert 15% stun option is also valid. It's your choice. Notes Child Of Faith Table Of Contents I - Summary II - Strategy III - Traits IV - Skills V - Level &amp; Skill Progression VI - Notable Items VII - Undermother Fight ~~ Summary ~~ Guild - The Three A build- The Three A build, which leverages all the powers of the Three to
increase damage enormously, support a large team, destroy giant enemy groups and defeat any boss in the game. This structure is mana-oriented, but it's tons of fun and really showcases what Cleric's is capable of. Here's a picture of me on level 22: It requires a lot of skill points, but most can still be used at previous levels. There's so much to say about the strategy. If reading hurts your brain, you can
listen to this video instead: this video is a little outdated because it requires joining Warrior's Guild. It is advisable to join the priest's guild in this construction, but it's up to you! Video tests the building against unweakened Undermother below. Here's how the building works: 1) Just before (and during the fight), call the wolf and wear Battle Prayer + Arbenos's Might armor and damage add to your entire team.
2) Rush into the aggro to take most of the damage with the tank. 3) Add if necessary and recast BP + AM. The longer the battle drags on, the stronger you get. 4) Heal allies and cause a lot of damage to everything near you, throw flames of faith and sacred fire. 5) Enjoy the catch. The great thing about building here is that you're free to use any weapon, prioritize your exorcist. Personality &gt; Str / Agi &gt;
Int &gt; End &gt; Awa ~ – Skills ~ ~ Because of the high need for skills, I refrain from maximizing your skills until you have at least 1 or 2 levels in all skills. For example, instead of Precision Strikes Lv. 3 (6 points), you get Precision Strikes Lv. 2 (3 points) and Massive Criticals Lv. 2 (3 points). Some skills are an exception, such as Guardian Kiss, Battle Prayer and Healing Wounds. Finally, to skills: Heal
&lt;Mana skills=&gt; wounds III - Is this even worth mentioning? Sacred Fire III - A huge source of additional damage, up to one target. You don't have to worry about the undead ruining your evening. We also need faith in the flames. Intervention I+ - Together Heal You're officially unstoppable. Unless you're stupid enough to let your HP go up to 0 again. May I of Abenos - Just 1 point for high dps/skill score
ratio as well as low mana costs. This ability is enough for weaker enemies. Thelumen Wisdom II - Are you tired of twisting scrolls wondering where all the secrets are? Don't look anymore. Thelume reveals all the lovely doors, Tolassian graves and traps (yes I said traps) 95% of the time MASSIVE within 20 meters! It'll tell you if you didn't notice anything. Battle Prayer III - This is how you kill an older dragon,
Lich, Underking and Undermother. Of the 12 exorcies, you and each member of your team will receive 8 armor, 5 more damages and 25 for all the counter-breasts. This even makes Adaon a tank. Flames Of Faith II+ - 90-126 The Spirit damages in 6 seconds everything around you and 48-60 more health for every ally within its radius. Sacred Fire allows you to deal with more than 220 aoe damage in 6
seconds! Only the game's strongest enemies can resist this. Even then, it leaves a dent. Protector Wolf III - This calls the Spirit Wolf, which deals with 25dps. With BP, its damage to raise to 30dps. Spiritualness has a reasonable amount of early game in the armour and health sector, as well as a huge resistance to fire, ice and shock. Even more so with all your usefulness skills and improve. If you can keep
it alive, the damage per second increases by 30 for 5 minutes. Great for bosses. Note: Players have complained about the wolf's death too quickly. It's needed to refuel at higher levels so he doesn't take damage. If they keep him alive, your DPS will gain a tremendous amount of momentum. He is still very useful at the upper levels if used correctly. &lt;Melee abilities=&gt;Verenhien I - 3 more damage and 2
armor after killing something. And one skill score, not a bad one! Precision Strikes II - 100% more criticism. That in itself isn't so great considering the low-level criticisms of guns, but together with Massive Criticals, it's deadly. Massive Criticals II+ - 250%-300% more damage per critical PLUS 25%-50% chance of performing by any non-boss? Oh, no. The robots on the Ark are afraid of you. &lt;General
skills=&gt;Nivarian obstacle II - Required for combat prayer. Not a terrible increase in armor. Spiritual Ward I+ - If you don't want to take risks against The Ahors or the last boss, if you dare to face it, this is a must if you're iron man! Body Development II+ - Also must be Iron Man's. This skill is suggested after level 15, because by then you will have accumulated a good amount of STR &amp; END, which will
benefit from this skill. ~~ Level &amp; Skill Progression ~~ Levels 1-5 Heal wounds II Arbenos Might I Sacred Fire I Nivarian Este II Thelumen Wisdom II Levels 6-10 Sacred Fire III Intervention II Precision Strikes I (1 INT/1 AWA) Massive Criticals II (3 STR) Levels 11-15 Guardian Wolf III (INT 3 | Quest - Three against Eleven | NPC - @ New Garand Temple) Parantaa haavat III Verenhimo I (PER 3
|&lt;/General&gt; &lt;/Melee&gt; &lt;/Melee&gt; - Restless dead | NPC - Sergeant Toel @ Freetown) Levels 16-20 Battle Prayer III (PER 5 + Niv's Barrier II | Quest - Dead God | NPC - Archbishop Dilla @ Hall of Wisdom) Body Development II (END 4) Spiritual Ward II (PER 2 | Quest - Three against Eleven | NPC - Sister Mada @ New Garand Temple) Levels 21-25 Flames Of Faith III (Req. Sacred Fire III)
Massive Criticals III Precision Strikes II From now on, it's up to you. ~~ Notable Objects ~~ Holy Ring (Galaden orbit + 30 Large Emeralds) &lt;- Essential Ark &amp; For wolverines Blessed Belt Taste (Trader Pirenne - Niverian) Paladin's long-worded (Cursed Monastery) Spectral (Excellent Apprentice) Ring of Mentalism (Stopping Prejudice) Blessed Platemail Set (Mausoleum) ~~ Final thoughts + Bottom
Hunting! I didn't go to the trouble of writing this down just because it's a strong structure. I did it because it's also very funny, and I wanted to share it with all of you. Anyway, here's a little treat for those who made it this far! Lv. 15 Iron (vs) Unweakened Undermother Battle! the making of the video did not damage any return scrolls. It's good to see the cleric class getting love. It is noteworthy that the large
amount of power for this construction is due to the latest equipment and objects. When the game was 1.0, the Cleric class was a contender, but on the long journey from beta to 1.0, Cleric's was too often the target of player jokes. You're going to love it when you get a patronhood on The 3rd. Spirit kiss is quite a bad guy. Is it really that good? I'm excited now. There are only two long levels left. I added a
skill guide from level 1-25 to the new monks and made sure the wolf was included at previous levels. He would have been very helpful against the majority of bosses. You're right, VDX. I've often read that a monk is the worst class, but I think that's only the case if we try to build them like everyone else. Our resilience is second to none and I honestly believe that DPS will be able to compete even with
Rogue if we make the most of our skills and allies. At least when they don't use flurry. Note: There was a property distribution, level progression, and a couple of other images. With which partner did you find the most useful/strong/safest to play with in this builder? I only played with Gris so far, so I couldn't see what the others were like. Only recently did I discover how much Adaon offers (hasn't tested
Hirge). David did a great job of making sure every partner can give you a unique and completely different experience! I chose Gris as a nerdy. I formed a little role story for our characters. I always do this in games to immerse myself. At Skyrim, I pretended my friend was hungry and had to sleep every night, LOL. But it was so much fun. I didn't know Adaon was literally disabling traps. If I'd known this. This.
Blown things up was the curse of my existence. Gris is good at clearing crowds and refueing. Adaon is great for traps and especially for bosses. If you put him behind the boss on the sidelines, it's deadly. Hirge's good at refuelling and surviving. I'm going to use him for my new war. Ian Skylark:3agxpc2b said: Honestly, I only played with Gris until now, so I didn't get to see what the others were like; Only
recently did I discover how much Adaon offers (hasn't tested Hirge). David did a great job of making sure every partner can give you a unique and completely different experience! I chose Gris as a nerdy. I formed a little role story for our characters. I always do this in games to immerse myself. At Skyrim, I pretended my friend was hungry and had to sleep every night, LOL. But it was so much fun. I didn't
know Adaon was literally disabling traps. ... If I'd known this. Those damn things were the curse of my existence. Gris is good at clearing crowds and refueing. Adaon is great for traps and especially for bosses. If you put him behind the boss on the sidelines, it's deadly. Hirge's good at refuelling and surviving. I'm going to use him for my new war. Thank you. I didn't know Adeon was disarming traps, I'm
trying to build ironman mode at the moment and I thought who I was choosing, I always liked Hirge's healing and nice damage to the graves against the dead, but almost every single time I died in any ironman were traps. I could try to take advantage of him. Keep me informed to your iron man. I'm rooting for you! Let me know if you enjoy building, too. Since you are going for iron, perhaps place extra points
in END instead of a few I recommend and get body development as well. Get at least 1 point in Intervention early too, the more fun. Adaon unloads traps with dots in the trap master. Can! I forgot to mention something about Adaon. With Thelumen Wisdom II, you can uncover 95% of the traps in a large area and then let Mr. Adaon clean everything for you. I don't know why this just occurred to me Ian
Skylark:u20ym9lk said, Keep me informed of your ironman. I'm rooting for you! Let me know if you enjoy building, too. Since you are going for iron, perhaps place extra points in END instead of a few I recommend and get body development as well. Get at least 1 point in Intervention early too, the more fun. Adaon unloads traps with dots in the trap master. Can! I forgot to mention something about Adaon.
With Thelumen Wisdom II, you can uncover 95% of the traps in a large area and then let Mr. Adaon clean everything for you. I don't know why this occurred to me. Because these three give mana potions on sale and other nice things you can buy. I went wolf first because LVL 13 wolf is a life-waster at the moment. Page 2 On joining The Three over Warrior's. Mana drinks are very attractive, I know. If you
think the extra mana is overshadowing Duel and Heavyhand, go ahead. Just remember that later large mana pots can be used to cultivate a fortress sunk from Minos. It's true, they're just attractive. I think at some point I'm going to start missing the damage and the duel and heavy hand will be good for the ark later. The real priest joins the church of three is what I want to say to argue about building this, but
let's let it be real. There's no point in joining the church. You have a good structure. My building was the same as what isiliax sent here somewhere (check it out, the thread title is how to win hard with the help of a priest), basically joined the church and relied on the damage and combat prayer of one of the objects as the main skill. It leaves me to choose only grissenda as a partner as an aoe dealer and
tanker. I was able to win the game at a peaceful end (yes I am a coward, I can't beat the parasitic god dam it). Nevertheless, it also worked. I joined the church to see if I had any advantages. My disappointments, the only 2 things that were really helpful that I noticed were the cheap mana pots and that teleporter that takes you to the hall of wisdom (ez finds information about tremadan tower). One thing
worries me, the flames of faith seem to be causing an unstable amount of damage. It says 21 life injuries per second, but it's actually smaller than that even in crowds with 0 life resistance. I dropped spellcasting because spells don't judge Lol. Don't be sorry, I didn't fight it either. Thank you for the compliment. That's right, the spells aren't critical, but that's why I suggested FoF after Level 20. It's meant to act
as an extra damage in addition to what you're dealing with. It helped me against everyday robots whenever they connected me. As for holy fire, it does not judge, but with it you do not have to worry about the undead. It includes the Wraith, fallen heroes, skeleton masters and those death bridges. However, some undead people, such as dragoons and Lich, are not affected. What? Will you refuel the robots
when they connected you? Lol, I thank the doors when it happens. You know that trick, run to the doors, stand near it and the enemies come in 1:1 (that's another cowardly thing to do, but hey body) I agree that late-game spells serve as an extra source of damage. But that doesn't make them less of a threat than a private or a villain. Properly played, they can share a lot of dps from their spell arsenal and
also have Lykaan blood running through their veins Anyway, have you tried to combine holy shield and battle prayer? It doesn't pile up, but battle prayer and arbenos may work well. I don't know, maybe it's just so Shhhh, the door trick should be a secret Yes, I can. robots up to three at a time. It wasn't like that at first, but now I can. I can, I can. spells activated. I noticed that, too. There's no shield stacking in
the game, so putting points on the Holy Shield is pointless if you have Battle Prayer. On the other hand, the damage accumulates, and clerics have so much damage that their dps is one of the best. For example, the sourced toast cleric he showed us is Lv. 9 and dps appear on 10, which would be low at that level. But he has the mighty spirit wolf and Abernos, so in reality his dps actually exceed 40! How
did you get Adaon to disarm the traps? So I did some research. Adaon needs 65% disarmament so he can walk into the traps and disarm them for you. It shouldn't be hard to get to him. I'm sorry if I missed it, but has the footage been done the underwear star? Yes, thank you. Hard can't be removed. That was my first time! If the spirit resistance is about 175 or greater, you are immune to his paralysis. Not
immune to his damage, however, lol Edit: Well, for the first time in this construction. My only other attempt was a Level 19 company. I wanted to see what all this noise was about. It didn't go well... I don't think I got to the three-second mark Page 3 Ian Skylark:8dg25xqo said: So I did some research. Adaon needs 65% disarmament so he can walk into the traps and disarm them for you. It shouldn't be hard to
get to him. Thank you, I got a little work with him then, I already reset his stats to focus him more on carrying and trapping, but I didn't put enough into the traps. Keep me informed with your priest even then. I'm genuinely curious how your adventure develops, I'm also exploring a skill duel because I don't really understand how it works. This is what I understood, each hit increases the damage and increases
each hit afterwards until it reaches maximum capacity. However, as a priest, they usually do not just stand there and keep hitting until you achieve maximum duel damage. at some point, you will stop to cast spells, most likely combat prayers or arbenas, which take about 0.5-1 seconds to cast (not sure, feel free to fix me &gt;___&lt;). Now this situation is slowing down the serving of DPS from duel. May I
also ask if you stop and throw skills, does it reset the duel dmg count-you know that yellow damage thing written in very large letters? Also the wisdom of thelume. Here we are again, this skill was never really solved if it is better to get it or use the scroll. I know there's a lot of debate about this, but I'll say mine anyway. I think it's better to use the scroll instead because we have a bag for an extra inventory.
We'll be over while every hole in your bag is very valuable. I have to thank David for that, it was really cool to finally get some extra space Now if you ask me where I'll spend the skill points, if I drop those skills, I'll use that body with maximizing, Lemme knows how you feel about this, sir. Like your style, maybe I can use some parts of my Twister builder. I also work with priests and I also have many
structures You're right about Duel, it resets every time you cast a spell. It's a bit disappointing but... What we can do, we need our spells and despite the fact that skill is still useful. Maybe that's a good reason to leave it at Level 2 instead of Level 3. I really don't have a problem achieving maximum what it can do, but I won't be there long before I get better or there might be a recasting needed. Thelumes - I
don't see how to discuss its use or scrolls. It's free, costs only 5 manas and with it you don't need any skills or qualities to go towards perception. Not even your partner. The radius and success is much larger than the scroll, and you don't have to spend a penny. But... if you decide to store these skill scores in something else. Body development is good. Especially the iron man. I'd say it's almost necessary.
You can't take any chances. Hey, Cainus. Thank you for making your contribution. There's just a little more spells in mine. It's kind of fun to see Adaon run into traps that she's trying to disarm and die from. I'm imagining him screaming Don't worry guys, I've got this! *click * He started unpacking them with 60% for me LOL it is, right? Do you find the Thelume/Adaon combination useful? At the moment not
yet, I think it all depends on the traps he's trying to defuse, he doesn't disassemble some and I think he doesn't because of the success rate of the individual trap, I maximize the trap skill and maybe get an intin to 4 just to remove it as much as I can. But I haven't tested it properly yet because I just got it. The duel will reset if you cast a spell. It's such a betrayal that justifies not exceeding skill. Next, I'd like to
ask for a gun, either one hand or a light gun. Of course, it depends entirely on the creature you are trying to kill, such as exchanging despair for a hammer of an underhead. Although your statistics suggest that it is a one-handed structure that you want to use in general? I tried to change both weapons when the combat prayer and arbeno power is active and the scalpel shows higher dps about 2 points (my
pooled stats are 8 str and 6 agi). And, of course, let us not forget the two-hand weapons that benefit from the maximum power of the abeno. Am I bothering you too much, sir? Sorry (___-) Page 4 You won't bother me at all. Honestly, I'm glad to see someone interested in building or just talking to me about EK, really. About guns... It's about you and the division of your traits. Obviously, for high-armor
enemies, your choice should be 2h or Longsword. For a flat enemy, a scalpel would be better. I used a hammer against Undermother because of the toxic damage, his physical armor is ridiculous. When it comes to guns, it's all You, you. Don't use the gavel. Oh, hahha. As for Dueling, I still consider it a very good source of dps in Lv 2, which requires 3 skill points Great build-up and writing, please. I bought
this game a long time ago and gave up on the priest. However, after watching the videos, I use this structure and I love it. As for the priest's advanced skills, such as party enthusiast and wolf calling skills, is the associated faction considered a guild to join the demands? You suggested joining the warriors, but do I still have all the right skills? It's motivating to hear someone use the building, I'm really glad
you enjoyed it. Yep, Battle Prayer, The Flames of Faith and the Flames of the Guardian Wolf are available to priests of any guild. I decided to go with the Warrior Guild because it's going to cause you brutal melee damage. And frankly, there's no melee damage, so this helps explain it. I'm doing a video series (on Youtube) for every task, trait and skill score using this Ironman building. I'm just a little torn at
times, would that be a good idea considering it kind of... Ruin all missions and secrets. But it would be a great help to players who are struggling or going 100% to the end. As for the priest's advanced skills, such as party enthusiast and wolf calling skills, is the associated faction considered a guild to join the demands? You suggested joining the warriors, but do I still have all the right skills? This is a good
point. What skills are unique when priests join 3? Are any of them? Because there really should be a real incentive to join 3, and there is currently no. (My priest to play through I mistakenly assumed that combat prayer and guardian wolf were unique to members 3 and joined as a result.) Even without warrior skills, I still have a pretty amazing character who won the game at level 19 and already thought the
priests were pretty possibly the most effective class in the game. This is a good point. What skills are unique when priests join 3? Are any of them? Because there really should be a real incentive to join 3, and there is currently no. (My priest to play through I mistakenly assumed that combat prayer and guardian wolf were unique to members 3 and joined as a result.) Even without warrior skills, I still have a
pretty amazing character who won the game at level 19 and already thought the priests were pretty possibly the most effective class in the game. I agree. I don't want to throw up for a priest again now that it's finally out of the dog room, but at least a couple of these skills should be exclusive. The downside is that we would lose good sources of player damage, but it would fit the guild theme a little better.
Perhaps a small enthusiast for priestly skills and make them exclusive (except for a couple of entry-level skills like other guilds) would be Nothing good, really. Only turning the undead looks like But if you're going to crant out all those I don't want without proper equipment. There were only two things to benefit your priest when you joined the church, if you may have read my previous comment. When it
comes to revenge, it's not worth 5 skill points. Better to invest in passive skills of resistance, such as the spiritual department Ah, so the Trio have exclusive skills, only anything used for this construction. Convenient! deadcorpze:2tpwk73r said: Nothing really good. Only the conversion of the undead seems to be available, but if you're going to cram all those I'm not discouraged by. There were only two
things to benefit your priest when you joined the church, if you may have read my previous comment. When it comes to revenge, it's not worth 5 skill points. Better to invest in passive skills of resistance, such as the spiritual department, so basically all skills that are generally considered worthless. Well, that's too bad. Ian Skylark:1pfw7fiq said: Turn Undead is actually a game change against anyone
struggling with Lich or those Deathknights and Skeletons, but it wouldn't do us any good anywhere else. Revenge seems cool considering mana regeni, but it's expensive (5 skill points). One point in recovery would be over it. Yes, the effect of turning undead is a game changer, but not a skill. I mean, there are traders selling a scroll of the undead that matches skill level 2 level. If you do not use pots that
you do not use because the undead are paralyzed, you can spam the scroll when the skill has cooled for 20 seconds. I think this scroll is a little unfair. It's a priest's advanced skill, and yet other classes have access to it. The flames of faith later flared, but kiddin Kosto is not good for high mana to build priests imo. I agree that an extra 1x return is 100x times better Page 5 Ian Skylark:2jeft1mn said: I'm doing
a video series (on Youtube) for every task, trait and skill score using this building for Ironman. I'm just a little torn at times, would that be a good idea considering it kind of... Ruin all missions and secrets. But it would be a great help to players who are struggling or going 100% to the end. I guess if you mention that it contains spoilers in the title of the video, that would be great. People would benefit
enormously from such a video tutorial. Is that what you think? That's good to hear. I was willing to give up the videos I had already recorded if anyone had objected to this idea. I'm sure I'll include spoiler tags if I get to complete and publish all 80 tasks. I can't wait to get to the ark, a lot of players struggle with it. You have an interesting set-up. I would choose body development over bloodlust, addressing
healing (it's more mana-efficient) and dump extra returns, but still this concept of spellpap very attractive . What do you think of flurry skills? [email protected]: gosh. But but I guess it makes things simple. I would choose body development over bloodlust, addressing healing (it's more mana-efficient) and dump extra returns, but still this concept of spellpap is very appealing . What do you think of flurry skills?
Flurry is not available to priests Attomos. I like your suggestion to trade it for Bloodlust. I'll include it in my next edit. Intervention &amp; Heal Wounds both serve a different purpose, so they are both included in the construction. Heal is for allies and a protracted fight/dungeon runs. Intervention is, of course, a last resort if things get hairy. Or, you know, a trap that surprises you. I'm almost 18 hard. following
this guide religiously. As for the equipment, I wonder if a broken tol crown is better than a bishop's ring 2 per = 50 mana anyway. I'm probably using a vortex diaper instead of a spectral row. I struggle to use the wolf for skills only because of the limited number of slots. This build needs more than 4, although you can't throw them from skill tabs. The wolf replaces the earth element because you can only get
one call and I think earlier combat prayer is better. I've struggled with rumor bosses at level 12-14 because of low armor. When you get better gear (platemail) and level 15 to ada with max stab and sneaking attack, it's quite a steamroar Thank you for being one of the first guinea pigs to try the building, your feedback on that is great. I didn't know a wolf couldn't be used in conjunction with scroll calls. I'll
update it and a couple of other things when I get the chance. I know there's a limited number of skills, David said he'd be introducing more soon. So hang in there, it won't be long before we have real potential! I also mention the pros and cons to SW/BP early in my next edit so that players can make up their own mind. As for Tom's broken crown, it's deceitful, but it's a double-edged sword. It's up to you.
Wear any ring, just get a Ring of Reassor for Ark + Binges. Mel, thanks for the feedback. Is there a tip to fight valerian? The guy you meet after you get to the Dragon Coast. I have almost the best gear I can get and at level 19 he just destroys everything during flurry that I haven't fought him, but I can suggest 2 ways to approach the fight. 1) use Hirge Sword &amp; Shield as a container. Use the best healing
and defensive potions you have on him when he gets hurt. You can do this with Grissenda as well, but Hirge is more tanker because he can heal himself. Spam your own to heal on him as well and use attack drinks for yourself. 2) If you are using Adaon, refuel Valerian yourself and place Adaon behind her. Heal yourself with healing wounds and use healing potions/defensive potions for yourself if you don't
have battle prayer. Good time! Tell me how I wonder if it's broken. Out. tol is better than the bishop's ring Tol's broken crown is cursed..... The broken crown damage on page 6 is manageable, annoying, but not a violation of the game, just don't go with it. I killed valerian, you need stun immunity without stability if you set properly. I don't think Gris or Hirge can refuel it. I used Adon, it's important that he ribs
because he can stun. My Adaon has maximum stability and maximum attack and uses a stiletto and a gambler's dirk. definitely the hardest fight yet. Level 20 I'm considering a respite to bypass the protection snuff and increase my damage, which is completely flawed. Adaon will do all the damage. I'm going to go cultivate the minotaur's gear and then the ark. I hope I can clear dŕagon easy. Can I see your
character's stats, equipment and skills, if you don't mind? At level 20, your dps shouldn't be running low with Might, Battle Prayer and Wolf. What skill are you considering replacing the wolf with? Thank you for passing the wolf would save 6 skill points that I would put in precision strikes and massive critiques and flames I believe 1 also remove the wisdom of slums probably at your level, massive criticism at
level 2 or especially 3 is a huge help against minas and ark bots, that's a good idea. Thank you so much for the pictures, it helps me see how the structure works at previous levels. Your character will soon get a great upgrade when you get all the new gear. Dragon cave, watch out for dragon priests. They have paralysis. When I fought them, I used Grissenda as bait and made sure I always fought them in
isolation. Sheet too hard, critiques are really unlikely, really need nanocarbon weapons :/ It's always so at first:/ But hang in there. Take them one by one and get better before every match. You've got a lot of mana reserved against it. If I finished the sheet on level 20, you can too. GL bud just finished the game in a calm way when you get a nanocarbon sword or dagger, it becomes pretty easy. Finished
level 21 with a duel on March 3. I believe the flames useless in the ark, because you have no party I also suspect that the wolf would live a long time considering the number of rad/explosions. I use this structure for my ironman run, I'm already on level 8. It works pretty well so far, the only time I come back is when I hit the sheet. Thank you so much for this guide, it really made the priest my go-to my first
serious ironman run Battle Prayer is a must-have for the ark, the extra armor and counter-breasts are huge against spiders and cots, and the damage is also useful. If you have a wolf, it's never 1v1. Be sure to refuel, because at that point Susi will only act as an extra 30dps, because he has killed easily. (Btw, he can resist explosions pretty well). Oh man, if only priests have Cleave skills ... Skill...
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